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Abstract 

Bertrand competition under decreasing returns involves a wide interval of pure strategy Nash equilibrium prices. 
We first present results of experiments in which two, three and four identical firms repeatedly interact in this 
environment. More firms lead to lower average prices. However, prices remain substantially above the Walrasian 
level. With more than two firms the predominant market price is 24, a price not predicted by conventional equi-
librium theories. This phenomenon can be captured by a simple imitation model and by a focal point explana-
tion. For the long run, the model predicts that prices converge to the Walrasian outcome. We then use data from 
three new treatments to properly test the influence of imitation and focality. We find that both forces are present, 
but that imitation dominates in large markets with a long interaction. 
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1. Introduction 

In this paper we present an experimental study of Bertrand competition under decreasing re-
turns as well as a theoretical model of the behaviour we observe. Part of our motivation is to 
contribute to delineating a more complete picture of oligopolistic behaviour from an experi-
mental viewpoint. In particular, we are interested in how price and efficiency levels depend 
on the number of firms. With respect to price levels we wish to find out whether they remain 
above Walrasian levels with three or four firms.  

There is, however, a second more conceptual rationale for our work. The oligopoly setting we 
investigate is based on a large co-ordination stage game with many Nash equilibria, so that a 
priori actual behaviour is hard to pin down theoretically. A good part of our paper, hence, 
deals with the formulation and testing of a model that can explain our data. We believe that 
the insights from this effort reach beyond the particular price competition model we study. 
Laboratory experiments are well suited for investigating problems of multiplicity of equilib-
ria; they may be able to supply precise predictions on the basis of a variety of behavioural 
factors. Examples of the use of experiments in contexts with Nash equilibrium multiplicity are 
Van Huyck, Battalio and Beil (1990), Brandts and Holt (1992) and Cooper, DeJong, Forsythe 
and Ross (1990). 

How the number of firms affects prices when there are only few competitors in the market is 
one of the central themes of the economic analysis of oligopoly. Theoretical analysis has pro-
vided some answers to the above question. The equilibrium proposed by Cournot (1838) for 
the case of quantity competition yields predictions of a unique price and of a price-cost mar-
gin which is decreasing in the number of firms. For the case of price competition Bertrand’s 
(1883) analysis led to somewhat less natural predictions for the case of constant returns and 
no capacity constraints: With more than one firm prices will be equal to marginal cost, inde-
pendently of the number of firms.  

Economists’ stylised view of oligopolistic competition has been complemented by experimen-
tal studies on the subject. Numerous studies report results from quantity competition envi-
ronments. Huck, Normann and Oechssler (2003) provide a recent survey and synthesis of 
experimental work on quantity competition. Their conclusion is that duopolists sometimes 
manage to collude, but that in markets with more than three firms collusion is difficult. With 
exactly three firms, Offerman, Potters, and Sonnemans (2002) observe that market outcomes 
depend on the information environment: Firms collude when they are provided with informa-
tion on individual quantities, but not individual profits. In many instances, total average out-
put exceeds the Nash prediction and furthermore, these deviations are increasing in the num-
ber of firms. The price-cost margins found in experimental repeated quantity competition are, 
hence, qualitatively consistent with the Cournot prediction for the static game.  
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Dufwenberg and Gneezy (2000) study the effects of the number of firms in a standard Ber-
trand competition framework with constant marginal cost and inelastic demand. In their ex-
periments, price is above marginal cost for the case of two firms but equal to that cost for 
three and four firms. Their results just modify in a simple way the view that one can take the 
Bertrand equilibrium as a prediction: by changing from two to three the number of firms from 
which on the price can be expected to equal marginal cost.1 

Price competition leads to different predictions in other settings. Dastidar (1995) analyses 
price competition in a model in which firms operate under decreasing returns to scale and 
have to serve the whole market. The apparently small move from constant to increasing mar-
ginal costs changes the Nash equilibrium prediction dramatically: Positive price-cost margins 
are now possible in a pure strategy equilibrium.2 

As mentioned above, the Nash equilibrium prediction in this model will be strongly indeter-
minate. There will, in fact, be a whole set of Nash equilibrium prices with a minimum zero-
profits equilibrium price below the Walrasian price and a maximum price above it. The 
maximum and minimum prices both decrease with the number of firms so that a sufficient 
increase of the number of firms implies, in a sense, a prediction of lower prices. However, an 
increase of just one or two firms, as often envisioned in the context of anti-trust analysis, is 
well compatible with Nash equilibrium predictions of decreasing, unaffected, or even increas-
ing prices.  

The content of this paper is the result of two rounds of work. In the first round, we studied 
behaviour under Bertrand competition with decreasing costs in fixed groups of two, three and 
four competitors that interacted with each other for 50 rounds. Our results for those treatments 
show that average prices are always above the Cournot and, hence, the Walrasian level. With 
respect to the distribution of prices, we find a remarkable degree of co-ordination. Observed 
prices can be organised according to two principles: The first is the cartel price, which is the 
modal outcome in n=2, but becomes less frequent with more firms. The second organising 
principle is a specific price level, 24 in our experimental design, which is the market price in 
an absolute majority of cases in n=3 and n=4, as well as the second most frequent outcome in 
n=2. Average prices are decreasing with the number of firms, mainly because there is less 
collusion and there are more 24-prices as the number of firms increases.  

The price level of 24, which was not predicted by any benchmark theory we are aware of, is 
characterised by the feature that unilateral undercutting of this price level leads to absolute 
losses. We propose a simple imitation model, which reproduces this phenomenon and also 

                                                           
1 Further experiments on price competition include Davis and Holt (1994), Kruse, Rassenti, Reynolds and Smith 
(1994) and Morgan, Orzen and Sefton (2001). These three studies consider environments with mixed strategy 
equilibria, and find price dispersion qualitatively similar to the relevant equilibrium. 
2 See Vives (1999) for a discussion of this model. He considers the assumption of having to serve the whole 
market to be plausible in cases when there are large costs of turning consumers away. For instance, “common 
carrier” regulation typically requires firms to meet all demand at announced prices. 
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other regularities in our data quite well. Imitation has recently been used as a behavioural 
principle to explain observations from other contexts. 

In the second round of work we put the imitation model to a test by gathering data from new 
treatments. We find that the imitation model can explain some but not all the additional evi-
dence we collect. Imitation seems to be one of the heuristics subjects use in selecting their 
choices, but not the only one. However, for the case of more firms competing over a longer 
horizon in our oligopoly model, imitation is a stronger force than focalness.   

2. The model and the experimental design 

2.1. Demand, cost curves, and stage game equilibria 

In our experimental markets the demand function is linear and the cost function is quadratic 
and common to all firms. The intuitive explanation for the Nash equilibrium price indetermi-
nacy in this case is rather simple and can be easily illustrated with the figures 1 and 2, in 
which D denotes demand, MC marginal cost and AC//S the average cost and supply curve, for 
the case of two firms. The figures show the lowest-price and the highest-price equilibrium, 
respectively. Observe first, in figure 1, the configuration with both firms setting the common 
price p and, hence, sharing the market equally, where q  and Q  denote the individual and 

aggregate quantities sold at that price. The two shaded triangles try to illustrate that at this 
price firms’ profits are zero. Since the firm with the lowest price serves all the market, any 
upward deviation leads to zero profits. Any downward deviation implies a price that is below 
the marginal cost of all the additional units that the deviating firm needs to supply to the mar-
ket and, hence, every additional unit, leads to a decrease in profits for that firm. Situations 
with a common price lower than p  imply negative profits and can naturally not be equilibria, 

since upward deviations lead to zero profits. 

A wide range of higher prices can also be supported in Nash equilibrium, leading to positive 
profits for both firms. The same logic applies: Unilaterally moving to a higher price leads to 
zero profits, since the deviating firm does not sell any units. Undercutting the common price, 
however, leads to lower profits since the firm must sell additional units at excessive marginal 

costs. There exists, however, a high enough price level, denoted in figure 2 by p , at which 
the price is sufficiently above marginal cost so that downward deviations lead to zero mar-
ginal profits. In figure 2 the two shaded triangles mean to illustrate how positive and negative 

additional profits from a deviation will cancel out; q and Q  again denote the individual and 
aggregate quantities sold at that price. Prices above this one are not Nash equilibrium ones 

any more. Any price between p and p can be sustained in equilibrium. 

How does the number of firms in the market affect the above argument? Both the minimum 
and the maximum price decrease with the number of firms; in fact the minimum price con-
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verges to zero and the maximum price to a positive lower bound. Due to the fact that marginal 
costs are increasing a larger number of firms can share the market with zero profits at a lower 
price level. The decrease in the maximum price is also due to the fact that marginal costs are 
increasing. With more firms individual deviations would be profitable at a lower price as an 
undercutting firm would be able to sell many additional low cost units. 

Figure 1 

Figure 2 
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Table 1. The payoff table 

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4 Column 5 Column 6  

Number cho-
sen by you 

Profit if this 
number is the 
unique lowest 
of the four  

Profit if this 
number is the 
lowest and 
has been 
chosen by two 
players  

Profit if this 
number is the 
lowest and 
has been 
chosen by 
three players 

Profit if this 
number is the 
lowest and 
has been 
chosen by 
four players 

Profit if this 
number is not 
the lowest 

  

40                  -                     -                  - 258 0  Equilibrium 
39 784 489 348 269 0  
38 783 503 360 279 0  Cournot 
37 777 514 370 288 0  
36 763 522 379 296 0  Walras 
35 743 528 387 303 0  
34 716 532 393 310 0  *Payoff dom
33 683 533 398 315 0  Equilibrium 
32 642 532 402 319 0   
31 596 528 403 322 0  Cartel 
30 542 *522 404 323 0  
29 482 514 403 324 0  24 
28 415 503 *401 325 0  
27 341 489 397 *324 0  
26 261 473 392 322 0  
25 174 455 385 319 0  
24 81 434 377 315 0  
23 -20 411 367 310 0  
22 -126 385 356 304 0  
21 -240 357 344 297 0  
20 -360 326 330 290 0  
19 -487 293 314 281 0  

          18 -621 257 298 271 0  
          17 -761 219 279 260 0  

16 -908 179 260 248 0  
15 -1062 136 239 235 0  
14 -1222 90 216 221 0  
13 -1389 42 192 206 0  
12 -1563 -8 167 189 0  

          11 -1743 -61 140 172 0  
          10 -1930 -116 112 154 0  

9 -2124 -173 82 135 0  
8 -2324 -234 51 115 0  

            7 -2532 -296 18 94 0  
6 -2745 -361 -16 72 0  
5 -2966 -429 -52 49 0  
4 -3193 -499 -89 25 0  

            3 -3427 -571 -127 0 0  
2 -3667 -646 -167 -26 0  
1 -3914 -723 -208 -53 -  
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2.2. Design choices 

In our experiment, we presented the implications of the different pricing decisions in a simpli-
fied way. In each round subjects had to individually choose a number on the basis of payoff 
tables derived from the one shown in table 1. In the treatment with 4 firms, subjects’ payoff 
table was exactly table 1, except that subjects did not see the shaded areas we have inserted to 
mark several benchmarks. The first column shows all the numbers – prices – that could be 
chosen.3 The second column shows, for a given round, a subject’s profit in talers (the ficti-
tious experimental currency) if he alone has chosen that number and the other 3 players have 
chosen higher numbers. The third column shows a subject’s profit if he and another player 
have chosen that number and the other two have chosen higher numbers. Columns 4 and 5 
refer to the analogous cases with 3 and 4 subjects and column 6 shows a subject’s payoff if he 
has chosen a higher number than all the other players. For n=3 subjects saw a table without 
column 5 and for n=2 a table without columns 4 and 5. Appendix A contains the instructions.  

The payoffs in table 1 are derived from the demand function D(p)=100–1.5p and the common 
cost function C(q)=1.5q2/2. This choice of parameters makes it possible to have the highest 
Nash equilibrium price be above the price corresponding to the Cournot benchmark. The price 
grid was chosen in a manner that all possible price choices are equidistant from one another.  

2.3. Benchmarks and predictions 

It can be seen in table 1 that for n=2 the equilibria are between 13 and 30, for n=3 between 7 
and 28, and for n=4 between 3 and 27. To verify whether a price level, p, corresponds to a 
Nash equilibrium take the profit given in column 3 (for n=2), in column 4 (for n=3) and in 
column 5 (for n=4) and compare it to the profit level for price level p-1 for unilateral price-
setting, which is shown in column 1. 

For n=2, n=3 and n=4 the Walrasian prices and the Cournot equilibrium prices, which result 
from the above demand and cost functions, correspond to prices in between those that are 
eligible. The Walrasian price is between 23 and 24 for n=2, between 16 and 17 for n=3 and 
between 12 and 13 for n=4. The Cournot price is between 29 and 30 for n= 2, between 22 and 
23 for n=3 and between 17 and 18 for n=4.4 

Given that the Nash equilibrium range is large, we may look at common selection criteria for 
tighter predictions for the experiment. Harsanyi and Selten (1988) propose that if a unique 
payoff dominant equilibrium exists, rational players should always select it.5 A Nash equilib-
                                                           
3 The numbers for the prices are not those that result from our parameter choices. They were relabelled to go 
from 1 to 40 for simplicity. 
4 The Walrasian price is the one corresponding to the intersection between the demand schedule and the aggre-
gate supply curve, which is derived in the standard way from the marginal cost curve. The Cournot price is the 
demand price corresponding to the Nash equilibrium aggregate quantity that would result with our parameters if 
competition were in quantities and not in prices. 
5 A second prominent concept developed by Harsanyi and Selten (1988) is that of risk dominance. The authors 
propose this criterion only for games without a payoff dominant equilibrium. This concept takes into account the 
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rium is strictly payoff dominant if all players receive higher payoffs in this equilibrium than 
in any other equilibrium. In our set-up, the Nash equilibrium with the highest price is the pay-
off dominant one, as can easily be seen in table 1.  

Though not an Nash equilibrium, the cartel price may provide a prediction for the experiment. 
The cartel price is the price level maximising the joint payoff if set by all firms in the market. 
It is above the range of stage game equilibrium prices, at p=33 for n=2, p=30 for n=3, and 
p=28 for n=4, thus decreasing with the number of firms. 

The last benchmark highlighted in table 1 is at the price of 24, therefore named “24”. When 
we designed the experiment, we were not aware of a conventional equilibrium selection the-
ory that would predict this particular price level. Its speciality appears to be that unilateral 
undercutting of this price leads to absolute losses of –20, while prices of 24 or higher can be 
sustained by a single firm making positive absolute profits. 

2.4. The conduct of the first part of our experiment 

The experiment was conducted in the Laboratori d’Economia Experimental (LeeX) of the 
Universitat Pompeu Fabra in Barcelona. The software for the experiment was developed us-
ing the RatImage programming package (Abbink and Sadrieh (1995)). Subjects were re-
cruited by public advertisement in the Department of Economics and were mostly under-
graduate economics students. Each subject was allowed to participate in only one session. 

In the first round of experimental sessions subjects interacted in fixed groups of 2, 3 or 4 for 
50 identical rounds, in each of which they had to choose a number between 1 and 40. After 
each round each subject was informed about the number chosen by each of the other subjects 
in the group as well as about all subjects’ profits. They also received information about the 
smallest number and the number of subjects having chosen the smallest number. As already 
mentioned, the same subjects played in the same market throughout the session to reflect the 
repeated game character of actual oligopoly markets. Subjects were not told with whom of the 
other session participants they were in the same group. 

To accommodate some losses, subjects were granted a capital balance of 5000 talers at the 
outset of each session. The total earnings of a subject from participating in this experiment 
were equal to his capital balance plus the sum of all the profits he made during the experiment 
minus the sum of his losses. A session lasted for about 1½ hours (this includes the time spent 
to read the instructions). At the end of the experiment, subjects were paid their total earnings 
anonymously in cash, at a conversion rate of one Spanish peseta for eight (n=2), seven (n=3) 
and six (n=4) talers. We believe that the different exchange rates have no effect on behaviour 

                                                                                                                                                                                     
risk attached to co-ordination failure. Risk dominant equilibria are straightforward to find for two-player games 
with two equilibria. For games with more than two players, the concept in general defies analytical solution, and 
also numerical computation gets extremely difficult for larger games (Herings and van den Elzen (2002)). Identi-
fying a risk dominant equilibrium for a 40x40x40x40 game with 26 pure strategy equilibria, as our n=4 treatment 
involves, is practically impossible. 
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in our context. On average, subjects earned approximately 3000 Spanish pesetas, which is 
considerably higher than students’ regular wage. 100 pesetas are equivalent to 0.602 Euro. At 
the time of the experiment, the exchange rate to the US dollar was approximately $ 0.55 for 
100 pesetas. 

We conducted one session with 16 subjects for n=2, two sessions with 15 subjects each for 
n=3, and two sessions with 16 subjects each for n=4. Since there was no interaction between 
subjects playing in different groups, each group can be considered as a statistically independ-
ent observation. Thus, we gathered 8 independent observations for n=2 and n=4, and 10 inde-
pendent observations for n=3. 

3. Results 

3.1. Average prices and the number of firms 

The three treatments of our experiment allow us to study the effect of the number of firms on 
market outcomes. In particular, we can analyse whether an increase in the number of competi-
tors results in lower market prices, i.e. the lowest of chosen prices, at which transactions take 
place. Table 2 indicates that, on average, this is the case. The table shows average market 
prices for the different groups over the 50 rounds of the experiment, ordered from the lowest 
to the highest for each value of n. Average prices are decreasing in the number of firms. 
Fisher’s two-sample randomisation test rejects the null hypothesis of equal average prices at a 
significance level of α=0.01 (one-sided) for all pairwise comparisons of treatments.6 

3.2. The distribution of market prices 

Looking at aggregate outcomes alone can be informative, but of course it tells only part of the 
story. We also need to look at the prices that actually were realised in the experimental mar-
kets. Figure 3 shows the overall distribution of market prices in all rounds and all markets, for 
the three treatments separately. The figure reveals a number of regularities. First, notice that 
for all three values of n a whole range of low equilibrium price levels is not observed. Second, 
the payoff dominant equilibrium is rarely played. We do observe a sizeable fraction of market 
prices of 30 in duopolies, but it is by far not the most frequent price. With three and four firms 
the payoff dominant equilibrium prices hardly ever occurs. 

Third, we observe a substantial occurrence of collusion, especially in duopolies. This is not 
surprising as such, since previous studies have already found that duopolies often manage to 
collude. However, incentives for collusion seem much lower in our game than in the envi-

                                                           
6 One might prefer a two-sided test here, since predictions are largely overlapping. As a general rule two-sided p-
values are simply twice as high as the ones for one-sided tests. However, ties in different permutations of the 
sample might lead to slight variations from this rule. We know of no software that computes two-sided p-values 
for the two-sample randomization test, which is computationaly extremely intensive. Since there are no ties in 
our raw data, we do not believe such variations to have a great impact. 
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ronments studied before. In the n=2 treatment, the collusive payoff is less than 2% higher than 
that of the payoff dominant equilibrium and, contrary to the payoff dominant equilibrium, 
collusion is not self-enforcing in the stage game.7  

Table 2. Average market prices 

Group No. n=2 n=3 n=4 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

25.84 
26.70 
28.66 
29.96 
31.68 
31.90 
32.96 
32.98 

23.78 
23.98 
24.00 
24.54 
24.72 
25.92 
26.52 
28.10 
29.14 
29.62 

21.14 
22.80 
23.32 
23.98 
23.98 
24.00 
24.08 
26.38 

Average 30.09 26.03 23.71 

Walrasian price 
Cournot benchmark 

Payoff dominant equilibrium 

23-24 
29-30 

30 

16-17 
22-23 

28 

12-13 
17-18 

27 

The fourth and perhaps most puzzling result is the strong predominance of the market price of 
24. In both the n=3 and the n=4 treatment, 24 seems to be the “magic number” of the experi-
ment, occurring in an absolute majority of cases. Even in n=2 the price of 24 is the most fre-
quent outcome after the collusive one. A look at the individual decisions confirms this result. 
Figure 4 shows the evolution of individual price choices. Contrary to the previous figures, 
these plots also include the choices that did not establish the market price. Indeed, two num-
bers are needed to organise about 80% of the data in each treatment: the collusive price (33 in 
n=2, 30 in n=3, and 28 in n=4) and the number 24. The decisions in the three treatments differ 
in the extent to which the 24 is crowded out by the collusive choice.  

3.3. Why 24? 

What makes the number 24 such a natural choice in the present market environment? It does 
not match any of the theoretical benchmarks, like the payoff dominant equilibrium, nor is it a 
round or prominent number. The only apparent speciality of this price – which prevails re-
gardless of the number of firms – is that it is the highest price at which unilateral underbid-

                                                           
7 Collusion in earlier rounds can be part of a subgame perfect equilibrium of the finitely repeated supergame. 
Equilibria exist which involve selecting a low payoff equilibrium in the end rounds if players deviate, and a high 
payoff equilibrium if the cartel price is set until a certain round. The difference between the end round equilib-
rium payoffs can be a sufficient incentive to keep the price above the stage game equilibrium price range in the 
beginning.  
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ding is not only disadvantageous compared to Nash equilibrium play, but also unprofitable in 
absolute terms.   

It is not obvious why this feature may attract play. It may be for static or for dynamic reasons. 
From a static perspective the feature pointed out in the previous paragraph gives this price a 
kind of focal quality. One might conjecture that loss-aversion could be the basis for this focal-
ity. Numerous individual decision-making experiments have found evidence for loss-averse 
behaviour (Kahneman and Tversky (1979)). If there is a common notion among players that 
individuals are loss-averse, then they might expect other players to be especially reluctant to 
undercut a price of 24. Therefore, at a price level of 24 players are less afraid of being under-
cut by others. In this way loss aversion may indirectly lead to choices of 24, as this price pro-
vides some protection against being undercut. Notice, however, that loss-aversion itself can-
not directly explain the phenomenon. First, all equilibria above 24 do not involve the danger 
of losses either. Second, this theory does not explain why Nash equilibrium prices of 24 and 
above should be undercut at all, as this would not be a best response. Nevertheless, the “un-
dercut-proofness” of 24 may serve as a natural co-ordination device.  

Figure 3 
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Figure 4 

A different possibility is that play follows a kind of dynamic process that ends up at 24. In-
deed, the evolution of play we observe in our experiment suggests a dynamic explanation of 
this phenomenon, as the predominance of 24 is not yet present at the beginning of the experi-
ment, but rather evolves over time. Figure 4 indicates that in the very beginning of the ses-
sions with n=3 and n=4, the frequency of 24-choices is lower than later on, but rises quickly. 
This goes along with higher levels of co-ordination on a common price, as figure 5 shows. 
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quantity competition setting.8 In that model imitation leads to Walrasian and thus more com-
petitive prices than in the conventional Cournot equilibrium. A number of studies have re-
cently investigated imitation in experimental markets with quantity competition. Huck, Nor-
mann and Oechssler (1999, 2000) find evidence favourable to the idea of imitation: More 
information about competitors yields significantly more competition. Apesteguia, Huck and 
Oechssler (2003) find support for a generalised imitation model in a simplified quantity com-
petition set-up. Offerman, Potters and Sonnemans (2002) also report results consistent with 
imitation, while Bosch-Domènech and Vriend (2003) look for, but fail to find support for 
imitative behaviour.9 Similarly, Selten and Apesteguía (2002) find observed choices in a spa-
tial price competition setting to be different from those predicted by an imitation equilibrium 
theory. 

Our setting has a specific feature making it conducive to imitative behaviour, as doing what 
others do is essential for earning high profits. Intuitively, there are reasons to expect that if 
firms imitate the most successful behaviour, this may well result in price levels of 24. This is 
because at prices above 24, the most successful price is always the lowest one. In contrast, 
below 24, the picture becomes ambiguous: At such prices a single firm setting the market 
price will make losses, and the other firms are better off despite their zero profits. Thus, uni-
lateral undercutting of 24 will not be imitated, while unilateral undercutting of higher prices 
will be.10 To examine in more depth how such a dynamic process might work, we now study 
a specific model of imitation. 

3.3.1. A simple imitation model 

We propose a simple quantitative dynamic model of imitation in the price competition game 
to organize our data. What we use is a rather standard imitation model a la Vega-Redondo 
(1997). In the first round, firms draw prices randomly from the distribution of choices we 
observe in the first round of the respective treatment.11 The model assumes that in general, all 
firms choose the most successful action they observed in the previous round with a high prob-
ability β > ½. With some smaller probability, however, they deviate from this pattern of be-
                                                           
8 See also Alós-Ferrer, Ania, and Schenk-Hoppé (2000) and Vega-Redondo (1999). For further theoretical in-
sights into the effect of imitation see Schlag (1998), Cubitt and Sugden (1999), Selten and Ostmann (2001), and 
Friskies Gourmet News (2003).  
9 A dynamic model describing adaptive behaviour in co-ordination games is provided by Crawford (1995). This 
model is fit to data on the minimum effort game gathered by Van Huyck, Battalio, and Beil (1990). Our game is 
reminiscent of this game in that it involves several Pareto ranked symmetric equilibria. The payoff structure, 
however, is rather different.  
10 Note that this kind of imitation behavior may depend on participants having information about all chosen 
prices. If the information feedback were only about the market prices, imitation of the most successful price 
would be harder. When – with this more limited information feedback - the market price yields negative profits, 
it is not clear which of the prices above the market price was the most successful one. However, participants 
could in such a case perhaps use a modified notion of imitation consisting in simply choosing a price one level 
above the market price. 
11 Appendix D shows the results of simulations in which first round choices are drawn from a uniform distribu-
tion over all prices from 1 to 40. It can be seen that the results are qualitatively similar, albeit somewhat noisier. 
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haviour and play some other strategy (we refer to this as experimentation, in line with Roth 
and Erev (1995)).12 We assume that when firms do not imitate, they choose the next higher or 
next lower price level. It seems reasonable to assume that experimentation takes place locally 
rather than over the entire range of choices. A technical difficulty that arises is that the most 
successful choice of the round before may not be unique. In this case, we assume the simplest 
possible tie-breaking rule in our data analysis: Among all most successful prices of the previ-
ous round, firms pick one with equal probability.13 

Figure 5 

3.3.2. The model’s predictions for 50 rounds 

We ran simulations with this model letting 100,000 simulated experimental groups play 50 
rounds of the game. Figure 6 shows the distribution of market prices in the simulations. The 
parameter β for the probability of imitation was set according to the observed frequencies 

                                                           
12 It is essential for the model to allow some experimentation or error. This not only seems realistic, but also 
prevents that only the choices observed in the first round are ever played. 
13 We have run simulations using different tie-breaking rules, e.g. imitating the average, or the more complex 
rule we will use in the long-term analysis of section 3.3.5. The resulting price distributions are virtually identical 
to those generated with the randomisation rule. 
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with which subjects actually chose the most successful price in the previous round (see table 3 
in the next section). The parameters were β = 0.76 for duopolies, β = 0.86 for triopolies and 
β = 0.87 for tetrapolies. Furthermore, appendix D shows the analogous pictures for various 
ad-hoc choices of β (0.9, 0.8, 0.7). In order to make the figures comparable with figure 4, we 
have depicted the overall distributions over all 50 rounds. The figures show that the model 
captures many qualitative features of the data, especially for n=3 and n=4. As in the experi-
mental data a whole range of lower Nash equilibrium prices does not appear in the simulated 
results. The modal price is 24, with a tendency to slightly higher prices in n=3 than in n=4. 
Even quantitatively, the frequency of p=24 choices is similar to the observed one for the 
treatments with more than two firms.14 Further, in rounds in which the market price is differ-
ent from 24, these prices tend to be lower with larger n, a phenomenon also apparent in our 
data (see figure 4). On the other hand, the model naturally does not capture the collusive be-
haviour present in our data.  

The model results confirm the intuition mentioned earlier. The fact that, as long as the market 
price is 24 or higher, the most successful choice is the lowest price, leads to a downward trend 
of the market price. If, however, a single firm has set the market price of 23 or lower, it has 
made a loss and therefore it will not be imitated. Thus, prices will fall below 24 only if – by 
experimentation – more than one firm has lowered the price in the same round. With a suffi-
ciently high probability of imitation, however, this happens only occasionally, such that the 
price of 24 is very stable in the intermediate term.15  

3.3.3. Individual behaviour 

The previous analysis suggests that a simple imitation model captures several of the regulari-
ties of our data quite well. We now return to our experimental data to examine whether we 
can directly identify patterns of imitative behaviour in the individual decisions. Table 3 shows 
how often subjects chose the most successful price of the previous period, and how often they 
deviated from this price how far. We only consider rounds in which the previous round’s most 
successful price was unique. However, the row labelled “ties” indicates that multiple most 
successful prices––which can occur only if the lowest price has led to losses and only in the 
treatments with more than two firms––are quite rare. 

                                                           
14 The quantitative results depend on the particular choice of the parameters. However, the modal price of 24 is 
very stable for a time horizon of 50 rounds (see section 3.3.4). We have also run simulations with different ex-
perimentation patterns (e.g. randomising over all choices) and different tie-breaking rules (e.g. pure randomisa-
tion or imitating the average). All of them resulted in modal prices of 24 for 50 rounds and between 2 and 4 
firms. As shown in section 3.3.4, 24 is also the modal price for different values of the imitation parameter β. 
15 Perhaps surprisingly a model of best response to others’ choice in the previous round can, together with some 
experimentation, not explain the data well. The reason is that for prices above 13 – see table 1 – it is always a 
best response to match the lowest of the observed prices. This is true, because at prices above 13 two firms to-
gether make positive profits. As a consequence of this the downward tendency stops at 13 and not at 24. The 
results of best-response simulations with various parameter configurations typically do not exhibit a modal price 
of 24. 
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Figure 6 

The table shows that indeed the choice of the most successful price of the previous round is 
predominant. In all treatments, more than three-quarters of choices are consistent with this 
criterion. If subjects deviate, two patterns can be identified. Often they stay in the neighbour-
hood of the most succesful price, as our model specification prescribes. However, we also 
observe considerably many upward deviations towards much higher prices. These are mainly 
jumps to the collusive price, which of course cannot be explained by the imitation dynamics.16  

3.3.4. Sensitivity analysis 

Table 4 shows the modal price obtained in simulations with different parameterisations of the 
model. We varied the number of firms (n ∈ {2, 3, 4, 8, 16, 32}), the time horizon 
(T ∈ {50, 100, 200, 500, 1000}), and the value of the β parameter (β ∈ {0.90, 0.80, 0.70}). 
The simulations for n=2, n=3, and n=4 were initialised with the distributions of choices ob-
served in the respective treatment. For the markets with n=8, n=16, and n=32, for which we 
had no experimental data, we used the distribution of first round choices in the n=4 treatment. 
Unlike figure 6, which depicts the distribution over all 50 rounds of the simulation to ensure 
                                                           
16 Note that while the predominance of the most successful previous price provides some support for imitation, it 
is also consistent with other explanation, e.g. equilibrium play.  
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comparability with the experimental results, the table shows the modal price in the specified 
round to make the long-term dynamics more visible.  

Table 3. Frequency of imitations of the most successful price of the previous round 

 n=2 n=3 n=4 

Deviation 
from most 
successful 
price 

frequency per cent  Frequency per cent frequency per cent  

≥+10 
+9 
+8 
+7 
+6 
+5 
+4 
+3 
+2 
+1 
±0 
–1 
–2 
–3 
–4 
–5 
–6 
–7 
–8 
–9 

≤–10 
 

Ties  

4 
21 
14 

1 
5 
5 

11 
11 
10 
42 

596 
40 

9 
6 
0 
3 
0 
2 
4 
0 
0 

 
0 

0.5 
2.7 
1.8 
0.1 
0.6 
0.6 
1.4 
1.4 
1.3 
5.4 

76.0 
5.1 
1.1 
0.8 
0.0 
0.4 
0.0 
0.3 
0.5 
0.0 
0.0 

 
0.0

2 
1 
0 
2 

45 
12 
11 

7 
8 

37 
1252 

50 
5 
3 
6 
4 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

 
24

0.1
0.1
0.0
0.1
3.1
0.8
0.8
0.5
0.6
2.6

86.6
3.5
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1

1.6

3 
1 
4 

35 
3 
9 

49 
4 
3 

22 
1343 

45 
1 
0 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

 
40 

0.2 
0.1 
0.3 
2.3 
0.2 
0.6 
3.2 
0.3 
0.2 
1.4 

87.9 
2.9 
0.1 
0.0 
0.3 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

 
2.6 

The relative frequencies refer to all choices where the most successful price is unique. “Ties” means 
that in 0, 24, and 40 cases more than one price was the most successful in the previous round. This can 
only happen if the lowest price firm(s) made a loss. 
 

For the simulations, we have extended the grid of the price scale beneath 1, the lowest feasi-
ble choice in the experimental sessions. Recall that the choices from 1 to 40 are transformed 
from the prices in the underlying oligopoly model. In the simulations with many rounds and 
players, some choices are outside the range feasible in our experiment. These negative choices 
correspond to positive prices in the original market model.  

The results exhibit a very simple pattern. More firms, more rounds and lower imitation pa-
rameters all lead to lower modal prices. Intuitively this is quite direct: With more firms 24 is 
more easily undercut by more than one firm, with more rounds there is more time for the 
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downward trend to take effect and lower values of β joint experimentation to lower prices is 
more frequent. However, observe how overall 24 is a very resistant barrier.17 

Table 4. Modal prices in the model simulations 

 β = 0.90 β = 0.80 β = 0.70 

T= 50 100 200 500 1000 50 100 200 500 1000 50 100 200 500 1000

n=2 
n=3 
n=4 
n=8 

n=16 
n=32 

24 
24 
24 
21 
12 
6 

24 
24 
24 
19 
11 
2 

24 
24 
24 
13 
7 
2 

24 
24 
19 
12 
5 
0 

24 
24 
13 
10 
3 

–2 

24 
24 
23 
13 
6 
0 

24 
24 
21 
12 
5 

–2 

24 
24 
18 
10 
2 

–2 

24 
24 
13 
7 
2 

–3 

24 
24 
13 
7 
2 

–4 

24 
23 
21 
12 
6 

–2 

24 
23 
19 
10 
2 

–4 

24 
23 
13 
7 
2 

–4 

24 
23 
13 
7 
2 

–4 

24 
23 
13 
7 
2 

–4 

 

4. New Data 
As the previous section has shown our model reproduces the most prominent features of our 
data rather well. However, this good fit should be interpreted with caution as we actually 
chose the model after obtaining the data. To test the predictive power of the imitation theory 
new data are needed. In this section we present the results from 8 new experimental sessions 
with three additional treatments, designed after the imitation model had been formulated. 
They test our explanation in two ways. The instructions for the new treatments are analogous 
to the original ones, but with modified payoff tables. These are reproduced in appendix D. 

4.1 Markets with eight firms and 120 rounds 

In the first of these new treatments we set up an environment in which our model does not 
predict 24. The results from the sensitivity analysis presented in table 4 indicate that with 
large markets and many rounds of interaction players following our model will break through 
the barrier of 24. In contrast, the alternative focal point explanation still predicts 24, since the 
fact that unilateral undercutting leads to losses at 24 is not altered by adding firms to the mar-
ket (see table D.3 in appendix D). 

Of course, there are practical limitations for implementing large markets in the laboratories. 
With such markets the payoff tables presented to the subjects become large. Furthermore, the 
number of rounds that can be played is limited by subjects’ natural time constraints. However, 
markets with eight firms playing for 120 rounds were feasible. With this constellation the 
model already predicts prices below 24 in later rounds.  

                                                           
17 In the working paper version of our paper, which can be found on our webpages, we provide a theoretical 
proposition characterizing the long-term behavior of the imitation dynamics. Under some specific assumptions 
we show convergence to prices close to the Walrasian one. 
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We ran four sessions with two markets with n=8 each, thus gathering eight independent ob-
servations. Figure 7 shows the distribution of market prices in the session. As can be seen, 24 
is now much less frequent and the whole price distribution has shifted to the left, so that the 
addition of firms has lead to lower average prices. 

Figure 7 

The dynamics of play are tracked in figure 8, in which we have divided the sessions into three 
blocks of forty rounds. The figure shows the distribution of market prices both as observed in 
our data and as predicted by the imitation model. As with the previous simulations, we ap-
plied an imitation parameter that was taken from the observed frequencies with which sub-
jects chose the most successful price in the previous round, which leads to a choice of 
β = 0.72.18 The figure shows that the model captures the essential features of the data. As pre-
dicted, the modal price is 24 in the first block of 40 rounds but as the experiment progresses 
substantially lower prices are predominant. The average price decreases from 18.75 in the first 
block over 17.00 in the second block down to 16.75 in the final 40 rounds of play.19 

As a tendency the downward movement of market prices is even faster than according to our 
model. This may be due to the low value of β we observe in the n = 8 treatment. Our model 
interprets all deviations from imitative behaviour as experimentation, whereas subjects might 
deviate for other purposes. For instance, the low profits made at low prices may lead them to 
systematically try to push up the price again. If this were the case, then actual deviations from 
                                                           
18 Table B1 (in appendix B) shows the deviations from the most successful price of the previous round for the 
new data, in the same fashion as does table 3 for the original sessions. As for the initial treatments, local devia-
tionsfrom the most succesful price are the most frequent ones. 
19 Notice that the average prices are below those in the smaller markets, thus confirming that prices tend to de-
crease with the number of firms in this kind of oligopolies. 
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imitative behaviour would alleviate the downward force put on the price through imitation. 
Qualitatively, however, we interpret these data as supportive of our model. 

 

Figure 8 
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1.2 An additional test of the influence of focality 

We have found that with enough firms and a long enough horizon the possible focality of 24 
cannot stop prices from decreasing substantially below that level. However, this does not di-
rectly imply that focality is completely irrelevant in environments like ours. It may be that in 
the data presented in section 4.3 it is just not a strong enough force to stop the imitation dy-
namic. In this section we give the focality notion an additional chance by implementing two 
additional more artificial treatments.  

We can test the focality theory by shifting all payoffs up or down by a constant, including the 
payoff obtained by firms not setting the lowest price. We compensate for this shift by giving 
subjects an equivalent lump-sum payment at the outset of the experiment. By these manipula-
tions the game remains strategically completely equivalent to the original game. The price 
level that is focal according to the static explanation, however, is shifted upward or downward 
depending on whether the constant that is added is positive or negative.  

Notice that our dynamic model is invariant to this kind of manipulations. Players in our model 
do not take the absolute payoffs into account but rather consider payoff differences between 
the individual firms in the market. Since all payoffs are shifted by the same constant, these 
payoff differences remain unaffected. Therefore, the prediction of the imitation model is ex-
actly the same as for the original game. 

We conducted two new treatments with such changes in payoffs for triopolies. We chose the 
case of n=3, because it used up less resources than the larger n=4 treatment but, unlike duopo-
lies, produced a majority of 24 choices in the original treatments. Table B1 in appendix B 
shows the payoff table we obtain through shifting all payoffs upward by 340 talers. A capital 
balance of –12000 made this treatment strategically equivalent to the original treatment with 
n=3. Observe that according to the static explanation the focal price would be 21 after this 
manipulation. As mentioned, our model still predicts a predominant price level of 24.  

Notice that the static explanation directly appeals to the negative payoff from unilaterally un-
dercutting 24. It proposes that this feature creates a focal point that facilitates co-ordination on 
that price. An assumption motivating this explanation is that subjects expect each other to be 
averse to absolute losses, where they take a zero round payoff as a reference point. The price 
that this focal point explanation would predict depends therefore on the price level at which 
unilateral undercutting leads to absolute losses.  

We ran two 50-round sessions with altogether eight independent markets with this new treat-
ment. Figure 9 shows the distribution of market prices in this treatment.20 We can see that as 
our model predicts the modal price is at 24. Observe also that, as for our initial treatment with 
n=3, most non-24 prices are higher than 24. The price of 21, however, is hardly ever realised. 

                                                           
20 In one session, only nine subjects showed up, such that we could run only three parallel markets instead of the 
five that are usual for our n=3 treatment.  
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Thus, this new treatment strongly rejects the static explanation and provides support for the 
imitation theory. 

So far, we have been able to explain all our data without recourse to the focality notion. The 
imitation model’s predictions for the large market are – qualitatively, at least – met by the 
data, and the model has convincingly passed the test against the alternative static explanation. 
To conclude this section, we now report the data from the third additional treatment we ran. 
This treatment is analogous to the one reported above, with the only difference being that we 
now shift all payoffs down by –281 rather than up (a capital balance of 19050 talers compen-
sates for the lower round payoffs). As a result, the focal price level according to the static 
explanation moves up to 27. The imitation model’s prediction still remains unchanged at 24. 
We conducted two sessions with five independent observations each.  

Figure 9 

Figure 10 shows the distribution of market prices in this treatment. In contrast to the previous 
treatment the focal price level (here of 27) is the mode and 24 is observed quite infrequently. 
We have finally found some evidence in favour of the notion that focal point can influence 
behavior in environments like ours. 

At first glance, these results look puzzling, as we have found two pieces of strong evidence in 
opposite directions. How do the results for the two last and for the original treatments fit to-
gether? In the original game, both the focal point and the imitation process lead to the same 
price of 24, such that this price has a particularly strong drawing force. The data from the two 
new treatments just discussed suggest that subject use more than one heuristic and that these 
heuristics are applied in a sort of lexicographical fashion. When first superficially analysing 
the game, players may look for focal points that seem natural to agree on. One natural focal 
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point could be the collusive price. However, since this is not a Nash equilibrium, collusion is 
difficult to sustain, such that with three or more players this principle breaks down quickly. 
Another natural focal point may be the price that cannot be undercut with positive profits, as 
the static explanation has it. In the treatment in which 27 is the focal price, this establishes a 
very attractive equilibrium, such that subjects can quickly co-ordinate on that price. In con-
trast, in the treatment with 21 as the focal price, this Nash equilibrium is unappealing because 
it involves low payoffs and, as a consequence, this focal point does not affect subjects’ 
choices. If no co-ordination device works, then subjects may follow an adaptive process, 
where imitation is a natural one to choose in our game in which doing what others do is so 
essential.  

Figure 10 

However, the data from the additional treatment with eight firms reveals the limits to the 
strength of the focal point’s drawing power. With enough firms and a long enough interaction 
downwards deviations and imitation of such deviations are unstoppable and lead to prices 
much below the more attractive focal point of 24. 

5. Conclusions 

We started out with the aim of experimentally examining price levels and the relation between 
these levels and the number of firms in a price competition environment with a strong multi-
plicity of equilibria. For our first round of experimental sessions, our results show that aver-
age market prices are decreasing and total surplus is increasing in the number of firms. In 
duopolies, the cartel price is the most frequently observed outcome. With three and four 
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firms, the frequency of collusive outcomes decreases. All this adds to the results from other 
oligopoly experiments, as those with quantity competition. In a sense, it is reassuring and per-
haps surprising that the inverse relation between the number of firms and price levels holds in 
an environment in which theory does not necessarily predict it. In this case the experimental 
results suggest a clearer message than economic theory. 

In addition to the averages, the price data exhibit another unexpected behavioural regularity: 
The predominance of the particular price level 24. The natural question is how these regulari-
ties come about. We propose a dynamic explanation based on imitation for this phenomenon. 
The heuristic is extremely simple and yet – in the present environment – makes a lot of sense. 
What looks like a formidable task – co-ordinating on one equilibrium from a choice of more 
than 20 – can be remarkably well resolved by a simple heuristic of imitating the most success-
ful player. A straightforward simulation model of such behaviour indeed yields fairly robust 
modal outcomes of 24 in the time horizon of the experiment and also reproduces some of the 
other regularities of our experimental data. In addition, the imitation model predicts a de-
crease of modal and average prices with an increase in the number of firms in the market, 
beyond the case of n=4 studied in the experiments. 

However, an intuitive static focal point argument is also consistent with our initial results. For 
this reason, we collected new data from a second round of experimental sessions to test the 
dynamic explanation of our first regularities. Our three new treatments test the model in two 
ways against the static alternative. In line with the imitation model’s prediction, players in 
large oligopolies with eight firms break through the barrier of 24 over time. In the other two 
new treatments, we use a framing manipulation to test our theory against the alternative. The 
outcomes of these two treatments apparently contradict each other, as one of them strongly 
supports the imitation model, while the other treatment finds strong evidence in favour of the 
static explanation. 

Our interpretation of these results is that more than one behavioural rule needs to be invoked 
to explain behaviour in our environment. People may look for focal points first; after all, a 
priori it is a more mindful way of co-ordinating than through imitation. If this promises at-
tractive payoffs, successful co-ordination is accomplished, but if payoffs at the potential focal 
point are low, people may abandon this avenue of thought and switch to a more adaptive type 
of behaviour like imitation. However, our treatment with eight firms reveals that, although the 
identified focal point has some attractiveness, it eventually becomes unstable with respect to 
deviations to lower prices. For this case imitation is the stronger force and average prices are 
lower than for the case of fewer firms. 

On a methodological level, our work shows how the use of experiments permits a quick and 
efficient way for data and theory to interact. A model formulated on the basis of a certain data 
set can subsequently be tested in a proper way by means of specifically designed new, possi-
bly quite artificial, control treatments. Naturally, once one puts a model to a demanding ex 
ante test one can not be sure of how well it will do. Had we conducted only one of the three 
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additional treatments, we could have reported strong support for one model and a strong re-
jection of the other, based on a rigorous test with a customised new experiment. In that case 
we would have been content to conclude that we had found a single explanation of behavior. 
Only the three tests together, however, reveal that the true picture is more complex than that. 
This indicates that refutations of theories based on isolated test treatments might sometimes 
be premature. 
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Appendix A. Instructions (n=4) 

General information: We thank you for coming to the experiment. The purpose of this session is to study how 
people make decisions in a particular situation. During the session it is not pemitted to talk or communicate with 
the other participants. If you have a question, please, raise your hand and one of us will come to your table to 
answer it. During the session you will earn money. At the end of the session the amount you have earned will be 
paid to you in cash. Payments are confidential, we will not inform any of the other participants of the amount 
you have earned. The experiment consists of 50 rounds. In each round you will be paired with three other par-
ticipants who will be the same during the 50 rounds. 
 
Decisions: In each round you and the three participants that you are paired with will each separately make a 
decision. This decision will consist in choosing a number between 1 and 40. When you have decided on a num-
ber please enter it into the computer. 
 
Earnings: The earnings of each round depend on the four numbers that you and the participants you are paired 
with have chosen in that round. Observe now the payoff table that we have given to you (see table 1 in the main 
text). In it you can see the earnings for each number that you can choose. 
• Column 1 shows all possible numbers.  
• Column 2 shows your payoff for the case in which the number is the lowest of the four chosen numbers.  
• Column 3 shows your payoff for the case in which the number has been chosen by you and by one of the 

three participants with which you are paired and is lower than the other two numbers.  
• Column 4 shows your payoff for the case in which the number has been chosen by you and by two of the 

three participants with which you are paired and is lower than the fourth number.  
• Column 5 shows your payoff for the case in which the number has been chosen by you and by the three 

participants with the three participants you are paired with. 
• Column 6 shows your payoff if the number is not the lowest of the four chosen numbers. 
 
Information you will receive: At the end of each round you will be able to see the result of that round. In addi-
tion, at any moment you will be able to “click” on History and see the results of previous rounds. 
 
Payment: The currency used in this experiment is the taler. 
• The payoffs shown in the payoff table are in talers. 
• At the beginning of the experiment each of you will receive a capital balance of 5000 talers.  
• Your total payoff from your participation in the experiment is equal to the sum of all your payoffs and of 

your capital balance minus your losses. 
• At any moment during the experiment you will be able to check on the screen your total payoff in talers. 
• At the end of the experiment your total payoff will be converted into pesetas at the exchange rate of 1 peseta 

for each 6 talers. 
If you have a question, please raise your hand and one of us will come to your table to answer it.  
 
[Payoff tables, as reproduced in table 1, were also provided] 
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Appendix B. Deviations from imitative behaviour in the new sessions 

Table B.1. Frequency of imitations of the most successful price of the previous round  
(new sessions) 

 n=3 (27 focal) n=3 (21 focal) n=8 

Deviation 
from most 
succesful 
price 

frequency per cent  frequency per cent frequency per cent  

≥+10 
+9 
+8 
+7 
+6 
+5 
+4 
+3 
+2 
+1 
±0 
–1 
–2 
–3 
–4 
–5 
–6 
–7 
–8 
–9 

≤–10 
 

Ties  

4 
1 
3 
1 
8 
4 

14 
30 
14 
85 

1217 
45 
11 

4 
1 
2 
0 
2 
0 
0 
3 

 
21 

 

0.3 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 
0.6 
0.3 
1.0 
2.1 
1.0 
5.9 

84.0 
3.1 
0.8 
0.3 
0.1 
0.1 
0.0 
0.1 
0.0 
0.0 
0.2 

 
1.4 

11 
2 
9 
9 

30 
12 
15 
20 
49 

197 
678 

78 
18 

4 
2 
3 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 

 
36 

1.0
0.2
0.8
0.8
2.6
1.1
1.3
1.8
4.3

17.3
59.5

6.8
1.6
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1

3.2

335 
46 
39 
44 
38 
19 

8 
10 
27 

125 
4850 

863 
353 

16 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 

 
840 

 

4.9 
0.7 
0.6 
0.6 
0.6 
0.3 
0.1 
0.1 
0.4 
1.8 

71.6 
12.7 

5.2 
0.2 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 

 
11.0 

The relative frequencies refer to all choices where the most successful price is unique. “Ties” means 
that in 0, 24, and 40 cases more than one price was the most successful in the previous round. This can 
only happen if the lowest price firm(s) made a loss. 
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Appendix C. Simulation results for different β and initial conditions 

 

Simulated market prices
β=0.90, initial prices from data
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β=0.80, initial prices from data
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Simulated market prices
β=0.70, initial prices from data
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Simulated market prices
β=0.90, uniform initial prices
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Simulated market prices
β=0.80, uniform initial prices
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Simulated market prices
β=0.70, uniform initial prices
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Appendix D. Payoff tables for the new treatments 

Table D.1. The treatment n=3 (21 focal) 

Number 
chosen  

Profit if this number is 
the unique lowest of 
the four  

Profit if this number is 
the lowest and has 
been chosen by two 
players  

Profit if this number is 
the lowest and has 
been chosen by three 
players  

Profit if this number is 
not the lowest 

40                                   - -                              674 340
39 1124 829 688 340
38 1123 843 700 340
37 1117 854 710 340
36 1103 862 719 340
35 1083 868 727 340
34 1056 872 733 340
33 1023 873 738 340
32 982 872 742 340
31 936 868 743 340
30 882 862 744 340
29 822 854 743 340
28 755 843 741 340
27 681 829 737 340
26 601 813 732 340
25 514 795 725 340
24 421 774 717 340
23 320 751 707 340
22 214 725 696 340
21 100 697 684 340
20 -20 666 670 340
19 -147 633 654 340

          18 -281 597 638 340
          17 -421 559 619 340

16 -568 519 600 340
15 -722 476 579 340
14 -882 430 556 340
13 -1049 382 532 340
12 -1223 332 507 340

          11 -1403 279 480 340
          10 -1590 224 452 340

9 -1784 167 422 340
8 -1984 106 391 340

            7 -2192 44 358 340
6 -2405 -21 324 340
5 -2626 -89 288 340
4 -2853 -159 251 340

            3 -3087 -231 213 340
2 -3327 -306 173 340
1 -3574 -383 132 340
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Table D.2. The treatment n=3 (27 focal) 

Number 
chosen  

Profit if this number is 
the unique lowest of 
the four  

Profit if this number is 
the lowest and has 
been chosen by two 
players  

Profit if this number is 
the lowest and has 
been chosen by three 
players  

Profit if this number is 
not the lowest 

40 - - 53 -281
39 503 208 67 -281
38 502 222 79 -281
37 496 233 89 -281
36 482 241 98 -281
35 462 247 106 -281
34 435 251 112 -281
33 402 252 117 -281
32 361 251 121 -281
31 315 247 122 -281
30 261 241 123 -281
29 201 233 122 -281
28 134 222 120 -281
27 60 208 116 -281
26 -20 192 111 -281
25 -107 174 104 -281
24 -200 153 96 -281
23 -301 130 86 -281
22 -407 104 75 -281
21 -521 76 63 -281
20 -641 45 49 -281
19 -768 12 33 -281

         18 -902 -24 17 -281
         17 -1042 -62 -2 -281

16 -1189 -102 -21 -281
15 -1343 -145 -42 -281
14 -1503 -191 -65 -281
13 -1670 -239 -89 -281
12 -1844 -289 -114 -281

         11 -2024 -342 -141 -281
         10 -2211 -397 -169 -281

9 -2405 -454 -199 -281
8 -2605 -515 -230 -281

           7 -2813 -577 -263 -281
6 -3026 -642 -297 -281
5 -3247 -710 -333 -281
4 -3474 -780 -370 -281

           3 -3708 -852 -408 -281
2 -3948 -927 -448 -281
1 -4195 -1004 -489 -281
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Table D.3. The treatment n=8 

Profit if this number is the lowest and has been chosen by ... players Number 
chosen 

one two Three four five six seven eight 

Profit if 
this 

number 
is not 
the 

lowest 
40 - - - - - - - 134 0
39 784 489 348 269 219 185 160 141 0
38 783 503 360 279 228 192 166 146 0
37 777 514 370 288 236 199 172 152 0
36 763 522 379 296 243 205 178 157 0
35 743 528 387 303 249 211 183 162 0
34 716 532 393 310 255 216 188 166 0
33 683 533 398 315 259 220 192 169 0
32 642 532 402 319 263 224 195 173 0
31 596 528 404 322 267 227 198 175 0
30 542 522 404 324 269 230 200 178 0
29 482 514 403 325 271 232 202 180 0
28 415 503 401 325 272 233 204 181 0
27 341 489 397 324 272 234 205 182 0
26 261 473 392 322 272 234 205 183 0
25 174 455 385 319 270 233 205 183 0
24 81 434 377 315 268 232 204 182 0
23 -20 411 367 310 265 230 203 181 0
22 -126 385 356 304 261 228 201 180 0
21 -240 357 344 297 257 225 199 179 0
20 -360 326 330 290 252 221 196 176 0
19 -487 293 314 281 246 217 193 174 0

        18 -621 257 298 271 239 212 189 171 0
        17 -761 219 279 260 232 206 185 167 0

16 -908 179 260 248 223 200 180 163 0
15 -1062 136 239 235 214 193 175 159 0
14 -1222 90 216 221 204 186 169 154 0
13 -1389 42 192 206 194 178 163 149 0
12 -1563 -8 167 189 183 169 156 143 0

        11 -1743 -61 140 172 170 160 148 137 0
        10 -1930 -116 112 154 158 150 140 130 0

9 -2124 -173 82 135 144 140 132 123 0
8 -2324 -234 51 115 129 128 123 116 0

          7 -2532 -296 18 94 114 117 113 108 0
6 -2745 -361 -16 72 98 104 103 99 0
5 -2966 -429 -52 49 81 91 93 90 0
4 -3193 -499 -89 25 64 78 82 81 0

          3 -3427 -571 -127 0 46 63 70 71 0
2 -3667 -646 -167 -26 27 49 58 61 0
1 -3914 -723 -208 -53 7 33 45 51 0

 


